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Area Meeting at Stockport MH and online on Sunday 14th November at 

1.45pm 

21 11 01: Friends Present:  13 in the room, 10 online. All our meetings are 

represented. 

Accompanying Elder: Peter Eccles 

Trustee Present: Ann Lewis 

21.11.02: Reading from Quaker Faith & Practice: During our opening 

worship, the introduction to Chapter 24, Our Peace Testimony, was read from 

Quaker faith & practice 

21.11.03: Caring for Friends: We have heard the names of Friends who are in 

our thoughts. We ask our Assistant Clerk, Anne Sumner and Sally Mendham to 

write to them on our behalf. 

21.11.04: Between Meeting Minute 20.10.21 “Area Meeting confirm that the 

following volunteers, Sue Pounder and Bou Mowl, both of Marple Meeting, 

will be going to Yealand Camp from 25th to 29th October. Both Members have 

been DBS checked. 

 

21.11.05: Nominations:  

Nominations for JYM Sat 9th to Tues 12th April 2022 - Denise Renshaw will 

send names to CYP’s Committee 

Nominations for January 2022 – December 2024: 

Trustees:  Jill Maguire, Sue Clark, Sue Pounder 

Examiner of Accounts:  Antony Froggett from January 2021 – December 2023. 

We ask our Clerk to write to our retiring examiner of accounts, Martyn Bennett, 

to thank him for his service. 

These names are acceptable to Friends and the Friends are duly appointed. 

We are pleased to report that Eleni Burgess of Marple Meeting has been 

appointed to the Yearly Meeting Nominating Group 

Request to be released from Eldership: Michael Hennessey has asked to be 

released as an Elder. We accept his request, and thank him for his service. 

Michael attends Frandley Meeting. We ask Frandley to bring forward the name 

of a Friend to replace Michael until December 2023. 
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21.11 06: Appointment to JYM Arrangements Committee * We are pleased 

to report that at Yearly Meeting 2021, R M of Frandley Meeting was appointed 

to JYM Arrangements Committee 

 

21.11.07: Young Friends report back on Yealand Camp 

A S and G J shared their experiences at Yealand with a slide show. They had a 

great time, though the weather was very wet. We thank them for their report. 

They made tiles for the Loving the Earth Project which you can see in the next 

AM newsletter. 

 

21.11.08: Area Meeting Weekend at Glenthorne, 15th – 17th October – There 

were 38 Friends there. Friends enjoyed the weekend, especially being able to 

meet together once again. The seascape we created during All Age Worship can 

be seen in the AM newsletter. We were particularly impressed with the standard 

of the meals this time! 

Weekend at Woodbrooke, 21st – 23rd October 2022: Andrew Backhouse has 

offered to head the planning group for our weekend at Woodbrooke next year. 

 

21.11.09: Meeting for Sufferings Report * Sally Mendham (not at AM) 

Sally asks AM Friends to consider the following items from her report: 

• The importance of good communication 

• The Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse 

• Police, Crime, Sentencing and Courts Bill 

• Quaker Concern for the Abolition of Torture (Q-CAT) 

 

21.11.10 Quaker Trustee/Governor(s) for Chaigeley School, Warrington 

Dear Friends 

Chaigeley School in Thelwall, Warrington, is a Quaker founded special school 

for children with Social, Emotional and Mental Health Needs. The Governing 

Document of the School requires that Lancashire and Cheshire General Meeting 
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appoints two Trustee/Governors to maintain the link with and influence of the 

Quaker movement.  When the General Meeting ceased to exist, no Quaker body 

was willing to take on the role of appointing such governors, so it was left to 

‘local Quakers’ to appoint as and when necessary – with no guidance as to how 

this might be done! 

Until now, that role has not been necessary because Eric Silk and myself have 

continued as Quaker governors.  I have been a trustee since July 2001, but have 

today tended my resignation.  Eric retired some months ago because of ill 

health.  Currently, there is one Quaker Trustee/Governor – Judith Lukey – but 

she is there as a local resident, not as a Quaker appointment. 

I have therefore, to hand this over to the Area Meeting and would encourage the 

meeting to liaise with other area meetings in the North West to try to identify 

two Friends to take on this role.  I will be happy to discuss what the role entails 

with anyone who might be interested in finding out more. 

In Friendship 

Michael Hennessey  

 

Noel Conreen, a governor at Chaigeley School would like to speak to Area 

Meeting in January. We welcome this suggestion and ask our Clerk to arrange 

this. 

As there is no official nominating body at the moment, as an interim measure 

we nominate Hilary Brooks as a Trustee/Governor of Chaigeley school.  

We ask our Clerk to look into the legal position, and to liaise with the other 

Area Meetings whose Local Authorities send children to the school, to arrange 

an appropriate system of nominating Friends as Trustees/Governors. Clerks will 

report back in January. 

 

21.11.11:  Quaker Concern for the Abolition of Torture (Q-CAT) Q-CAT 

are concerned to understand why Friends are so reluctant to come forward and 

support them (Letter & Questionnaire) 

We ask Local Meetings to let Clerks know which organisations they actively 

support, ie with more than the occasional donation, and what are their main 

concerns? This may be something fruitful to share at a future AM. 
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21.11.12: Prisons’ Chaplains Conference – Woodbrooke – 14th November 

2021. Denise Renshaw will be attending this conference, and AM will pay her 

expenses. for travel and for course fees of £310. 

 

21.11.13: Outward Affairs & Annual Duties*:  

We remind Friends of their responsibility for the right ordering of their outward 

affairs. This involves personal consideration of the proper acquisition and use of 

income, the stewardship of money held for others, conduct in business, and the 

importance of making and from time to time reviewing their wills.  If 

contemplating making legacies to the Society, its committees or associated 

bodies, Friends are advised to take advice from experienced Friends, and to 

consult the Quaker website or to contact Friends House. We ask Local Meeting 

Clerks to report to AM clerk in time for our January AM that they have brought 

this to the attention of their meetings. It may also be appropriate for friends to 

make known their funeral wishes in some suitable manner. Friends are also 

reminded that should any help be required towards the amicable settlement of 

disputes, the Clerk to Elders, Clerk to Overseers and Area Meeting Clerk have 

been asked to act together to find a suitable Friend or Friends to give their help. 

Local Meetings are asked to report to our January meeting on how they have 

managed their annual duties, through COVID constraints this year. These duties 

include the regular and right holding of Meetings for Worship, making use of 

the Advices and Queries and the reading of the Epistle from BYM, the holding 

of regular meetings for church affairs and compliance with the requirements of 

the Data Protection Act.  

 

21.11.14: Thanks for Service in 2021: We thank all Friends who have served 

the Area Meeting during 2021. We know how difficult it has been for all our 

meetings during the COVID 19 pandemic, and we are thankful for all the 

loving, courageous, imaginative and supportive solutions that Friends have 

come up with over the year. It is good to see our AM and Local Meetings 

continuing to meet and thrive. 
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21.11.15: Letter to Michael Hennessey 

We ask Clerk to write to Michael Hennessey thanking him for his commitment 

to East Cheshire AM over the years and wishing him well as he embarks on a 

new stage in his life as an Anglican Minister. 

 

Signed 

 

 

Hilary Brooks, Clerk 

 

LM Clerks please note Minutes – 21.11.09,  21.11.11,  21.11.13 

 

Notices: 

All Age Worship & Lunch is on Sunday 23rd January at Stockport Meeting House 

Area Meeting Weekend at Woodbrooke – 15 -17th October 2022 

Leaflet: ‘Dementia in Meetings’ – printed copies available. An electronic 

version can be downloaded at www.quaker.org.uk/mentalhealth 

 

 

Reports & Documents 

                                                                                             Page 

Meeting for Sufferings Report                                                   6 - 10 

Quaker Concern for the Abolition of Torture                            11 
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Meeting for Sufferings (MfS) 2nd October 2021-11-03 
 

This was my first Meeting for Sufferings (MfS), the first blended MfS; 30-40 of us in 
Friends’ House with about 70 Friends online. With many new appointed reps we 
were reminded of our duties as 2 way channels of communication between MfS and 
AMs and of the role of MfS as detailed in Quaker Faith and Practice (QFP) 7.02.  
 

The importance of good communication was a recurrent and how to maximise this in 
relation to AM and MfS, both before and after meetings is something we may wish to 
consider also. Other reps have a volunteer group of interested Friends who would 
also read the MfS papers sent 2 weeks in advance and feed any thoughts to the 
reps. We were grateful something similar in preparing for MfS regarding our minute 
about the process of changing Quaker Peace and Social Witness (QPSW). With 
major items such as Safeguarding, the Police, Crime, Sentencing and Courts Bill 
(PCSCB) and COP26 a few paragraphs don’t seem to aid understanding and two 
way communication. Due to this, and the gap between MfS and AM I wrote 
extensively about the PCSB in the last AM newsletter, and have included a shorter 
piece in this report. Is this acceptable to Friends?  
 

There were a number of straightforward items on the agenda; membership, 
nominations, reviewing and accepting recognition of Quaker Recognised bodies, 
(including The Bamford Community locally) and accepting factual changes to 
wording in QF&P following the laying down of the Committee on Clerks and new 
terms of reference for Central Nominations Committee. 
  
Trustees Report 
Caroline Nursey, Clerk to Trustees, introduced the report and said that no items 
need deep discernment, as all items had had past consideration, but there were 
things that need moving along. QPSW were reported as formally consulting on 
reconstruction and it was acknowledged this was, and had been, a difficult process. 
Although some staff roles were changing she hoped no-one else would leave. 
 

The report mentioned the Independent Inquiry into Sexual Abuse (IISA),[also a 
separate MfS agenda item]. Although the safeguarding responsibility lays with each 
AM,  there are risks to reputation at a national level, for which Trustees are 
responsible. Trustees were also looking at, along with the Simplification Project, the 
relationships between different Quaker Charities.  
 

On finance, Linda Batten, treasurer, explained how BYM has been taking more 
money from investments but there is still a shortfall; expected income is £9m in this 
next year but expenditure £10m. Contributions from Friends have been higher during 
the pandemic in response to the greater need and the hope is that this will continue 
as the need still remains. The Quiet Company is not fully back to full operations and 
will need support from reserves this year but hope to make a small contribution next. 
They are certainly looking forward and Friends were encouraged to read their 
development plan Strategic-Environmental-and-Sustainability-Plan-v2.pdf 
(quietcompany.co.uk).  
 

The Property Development Steering reported to Trustees and had been asked 
develop more detailed plans for Friends House to explore the possibility of creating a 
1ist floor courtyard garden and a ground floor foyer space below it to make it easier 

about:blank
about:blank
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to hold Yearly Meeting and other events and provide potential for income to the 
Quiet Company. There were also further scoping of plans for Drayton House. 
 

The importance of good communication between Trustees and MfS was 
acknowledged. Having an introductory letter alongside the report was acknowledged 
as helpful, as were the  pre-meeting groups on-line with Trustees and MfS. helpful in 
preparing and more are planned.  
 

Following the report a Friend asked about wider involvement in the simplification 
process and we were reminded of a further 20 workshops which would be advertised 
in Quake, the online newsletter which were encouraged to share with other Friends, 
and not just “AM attending Friends. There are also social media Blog links on the 
topic advertised similarly. 
 

 IICSA Report 
The Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse (IICSA) is a statutory inquiry in 
England and Wales, which published it’s investigation into child protection in 
religious organisations and settings on 2nd September.  (Link:Child protection in 
religious organisations and settings - Investigation Report - September 2021 | IICSA 
Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse).In 2019 the Recording Clerk, on behalf 
of Quakers in Britain, provided written witness statements to this investigation. 
 

Juliet Prager, the Deputy Recording Clerk, wrote a preparatory document and 
introduced this item:  
In brief, the report:  
• Emphasises that freedom of religion and belief can never justify or excuse the ill-
treatment of a child, or a failure to take adequate steps to protect them from harm. 
 • Gives examples of ‘egregious failings by a number of religious organisations, and 
cases of child sexual abuse perpetrated by their adherents’.  
• Notes that ‘Precise and reliable evidence about the scale of child sexual abuse 
within religious organisations and settings is not currently available.’  
• Identifies barriers within religious settings to reporting allegations of child sexual 
abuse.  
• Highlights the importance of reporting and responding to allegations of abuse.  
 

The report makes two recommendations: one relating to the definition of full-time 
education, does not seem to apply to us. The second is particularly relevant for 
Quaker communities:  
All religious organisations should have a child protection policy and supporting 
procedures, which should include advice and guidance on responding to disclosures 
of abuse and the needs of victims and survivors. The policy and procedures should 
be updated regularly, with professional child protection advice, and all organisations 
should have regular compulsory training for those in leadership positions and those 
who work with children and young people 
 

The report found incomplete record-keeping by Quakers. BYM had been previously 
become aware of shortfalls due to an internal whistleblower and had adopted an 
improvement plan. This includes adopting a new safeguarding policy for BYM; 
clarifying data-sharing arrangements with thirty-one:eight (the organisation which 
provides specialist advice to BYM and area meetings); and establishing a database. 
Quaker Life Central Committee has asked Area Meetings to report annually. 
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The other specific IICSA reference to Quakers regards training, and notes that is not 
the case that larger organisations necessarily have more sophisticated child 
protection training programmes and cites Quakers alongside others representing 
relatively small religious communities. Some Friends stated how they linked into 
Local Authority training. It is also something being discussed with Woodbrooke. 
 

Juliet emphasised the need to find safer ways to talk about safeguarding and said 
how the experiences of survivors are at the heart of the enquiry. One Friend spoke of 
her experience of a paedophile in a local meeting with involvement of their own 
children but had been ostracised by others. BYM was alert to those who have direct 
experience of these issues we were told of  links to organisations available on 
https://www.quaker.org.uk/our-organisation/safeguarding/concern-abuse , of the 31:8 
helpline for advice on safeguarding incidents, and how Friends and others can 
contact BYM Safeguarding Officer to discuss these or any other safeguarding issues 
via safe@quaker.org.uk . 
 

There are 3 important questions for AMs to consider: 
1. Do you have a safeguarding policy? If so, when was it reviewed? 
2. Do you have a safeguarding officer? Who is it?  
3. Do you have any issues that you need to report? 

 

What are the  implications of the report for us as Quakers, and at AM and LM: 
Barriers to safeguarding were noted in the report and we were asked to how far we 
are allowing these barriers to put children at risk.  
In brief, they are: 
 • Victim-blaming, shame and honour 
 • Approaches to discussions of sex, sexuality and sexual abuse  
• The use of religious texts and beliefs  
• Abuse of power by religious leaders  
• Gender disparity 
 • Distrust of external agencies  
• Fear of external reporting and reputational damage  
• The desire to manage allegations internally  
• Forgiveness   
 

The report makes it clear that, at present, it’s unlikely that we understand the full 
extent of child sexual abuse among Quakers. 
 

 BYM thinks that every AM has a current safeguarding policy and associated 
procedures and will be updating these documents regularly with guidance provided 
by BYM. To confirm this, Area Meeting Trustees and Safeguarding Co-ordinators 
have been asked to send a very short, simple annual report to the Safeguarding 
Officer. The report itself doesn’t contain any sensitive information; it simply asks for 
factual information (about policies and role-holders) and whether there are any 
issues in the AM, so that the Safeguarding Officer can be aware, follow up and work 
with local Friends where necessary.  
 

The request had been sent three times since January; and when we met, 44 Area 
Meetings had reported, but 26 had not. We were strongly encouraged to ask our 
Area Meetings to complete these reports as soon as possible. 
 
 

about:blank
about:blank
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Police, Crime, Sentencing and Courts Bill 
A minute from Surrey and Hampshire expressing their concern about the PCSB and 
its “impact on the freedom of assembly and of expression, and the right to peaceful 
protest” led to this agenda item. Grace da Costa, BYM’s public affairs and advocacy 
manager prepared a briefing for Friends, introduced by Paul Parker. He spoke of the 
breadth of the bill and other legislation proposing the changes, making it difficult for 
organising opposition, and emphasised how important it is to work with other 
organisations who specialise in these areas. He also highlighted how the Quaker 
approach is based on our faith and testimonies and not primarily political. 
 

One Friend suggested we seek to understand the argument of proposers of the 
legislation and what benefit they would expect to see as a result of it, which 
reminded Paul Parker of Thomas Penny’s Swarthmore lecture on finding kinder 
ground. Others reminded us of conscience being above the law, of the historical 
Quaker commitment to justice and jury trials. The rep from Surrey and Hants saw the 
legislation as an attempt to divide people in a way where certain groups were treated 
as less equal and an attempt at stifling opposition which he felt had similarities with 
1930’s Germany. When one Friend said he felt there was no point in writing to his 
local MP, it was pointed out that Quakers as a group are known to MPs as they are 
seen as organising meetings for discussion, which no-one else seems to do any 
more. 
 

Our minute expressed our support for BYM’s work on the PCSCB and affirmed our 
commitment to upholding democracy, defending civil liberties and human rights. It 
recognised that we need to use our privilege to empower and support those who lack 
such privilege and that faith groups, charities, civil society organisations and 
community groups have a right and a duty to speak out on matters about which they 
have expertise, and where they are impelled by conscience to campaign for change. 
 

Cop26 
A report from the Sustainability Monitoring Group is due at the next MfS but with 
COP26 imminent the Economics & Sustainability sub-committee had requested a 
statement ahead of the conference, which needs agreement of MfS. Quakers had 
signed up to the multi-faith declaration but felt there was more to say.  
 

Oliver Robertson and Olivia Hanks from QPSW reported on actions already 
undertaken by Friends and encouraged all to contribute to the central database 
recording acts of witness nationwide. Both Quaker United Nations Office (QUNO) 
and BYM have official observer status at COP26 so they will be able to work within 
the “blue zone” where only delegates are allowed. 
 

The statement would focus on who we are and what we want to see rather than 
COP26 and pick out the following themes: 

• The inter-connectedness of various themes e.g. climate, migration, inequality, 
conflict 

• The government’s action not matching it’s words 

• That rich countries are mainly responsible, with links to our colonial past, so 
need to recognise this and pay accordingly 

• The need for funding for countries already suffering loss and damage 
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• Call to action: encouraging Friends to join the 31st October worship with 
others across the world and the 6th November march in Glasgow, London and 
other cities. 

 

We were reminded that emissions related to the defence industry, and on products 
made outside the country were excluded from our national statistics. There was 
strong support in principle for the statement, recognising the urgency of the situation 
with a suggestion of using examples of personal experience of loss and damage. 
 

Quaker Concern for the Abolition of Torture (Q-CAT) 
Juliet Morton and Michael Hutchinson, Trustees from Q-CAT highlighted that 
although torture is banned by international law it is still widely and openly used. 
Q-CAT had recently collaborated with BYM staff to gain parliamentary support for  an 
amendment to the  Overseas Operations (Service Personnel and Veterans) Act to 
maintain the  criminal nature of torture Q-CAT have been using briefings and letters 
to inform others and pressurise for action and differs from other organisations in that 
it regards torturers as victims as well as those tortured, something one Friend voiced 
he found difficult to accept. 
 

However, the trustees explained that Q-CAT was struggling to attract more Quaker 
support and wouldn’t be able to continue unless they did so. We were asked to 
consider whether we could “uphold and actively support Q-CAT in its important 
work”. They have identified a need for people to help with new ways of reaching 
Quakers; they would like people to help social media e.g. videos and blogs, to liaise 
with bigger charities to work together on areas of common interest. They also need 
new Trustees   
 

Yearly Meeting Gathering (YMG) minutes including Review of MfS 
There were 4 minutes from YMG to MfS which were accepted. One regarded the QF 
& P change. A second made MfS responsible for AM compliance, with the laying 
down of the Stewardship Committee. Another regarded the ways in which MfS  can 
continue  consideration of the themes of climate justice, gender diversity and anti-
racism and the MfS Arrangements will encourage reporting of examples of good 
practice from QPSW and Quaker Life. 
 

The 4th was request for MfS to consider its own role and whether it needs to be 
reviewed. Paul Parker offered a paper on the subject. Tensions were recognised. 
There is already an ongoing review of Yearly Meeting and Yearly Meeting Gathering 
where MfS had established a specific review group. Who is best placed to do a 
review of MfS? In ministry one Friend expressed feeling a lack of trust between 
some Quaker bodies and only MfS reps could understand the position of trying to act 
as a conduit between MfS and AMs. Others felt we should go back to first principles. 
The real discernment will begin in a future MfS, possibly in December.  
 

Having expressed concern recently around process this will be another opportunity 
for ECAM to consider MfS’ ways of working and contribute to this discernment. We 
are back to how we discern and maximise communication through our reps. 
 

Sally Mendham 
MfS rep 
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Meeting for Sufferings 

25 October 2021 

 

Dear Friends 

At Meeting for Sufferings in October we heard from Quaker Concern for the Abolition 
of Torture (Q-CAT).  

Q-CAT is a Quaker Recognised Body and registered charity set up with the authority 
to campaign and speak on behalf of the Yearly Meeting (and Meeting for Sufferings) 
on the issue of torture. Their report to Meeting for Sufferings can be found here 
(starting on page 49). 

Your Meeting for Sufferings representative may already have reported to you about 
Q-CAT. Not for the first time our minute of support encouraged Friends to consider 
whether they are able to uphold and actively support Q-CAT in its important work to 
address this concern. 

A representative at the meeting suggested that it would be important to understand 
why Friends are so reluctant to come forward to support Q-CAT and to that end I 
would be glad if you could spend a few minutes responding to the following 
questions: 

1. Has the work of Q-CAT ever come to a business meeting of your AM? 
Yes/No 

 

2. Does your meeting already support Q-CAT and its work? Yes/No 
 

3. If Yes – how? For example, do you have a Q-CAT correspondent? Do you 
offer financial support, or engage in campaigning? 

 
 
 

4. If no – it will be very helpful to give as many reasons as possible for this 
 
 
 

Your name and Area Meeting: 
 
 

 

Please send your replies to: from.qcat@hotmail.com by Monday 13 December  

Thank you very much for taking the time to do this. 

Margaret Bryan 
Clerk, Meeting for Sufferings 
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